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Pulling hard candy is one of the oldest meth-

ods of changing the basic characteristics of

the hard candy texture. Pulling incorporates

air by hand or mechanical means with the

intention of a uniform distribution of air to

change the “bite” or crunch when eating,

as well as to change the appearance.

The process of pulling is literally a stretch-

ing of the hard candy mass, causing air to

become entrapped in the candy. The incor-

poration of air during the pulling action

forms elongated “tubes” of air and thus addi-

tional surfaces from which light can be

reflected.This changes the outward appear-

ance of the candy to that of a lighter or a

whiter color.A clear cooked hard candy can

literally produce a white candy piece (such as

a starlight mint) without use of artificial col-

ors when pulled, or aerated. A red-colored

candy will appear pink following the pulling

application. A candy without color added

will appear whiter, almost silvery.The items

will also have the intended advantage of the

bite or crunch caused by the pulling.

If you remember that we are adding addi-

tional surfaces from which light can be

reflected, so, too, will the candy surfaces be

increased to give a better flavor experience.

The basic hard glass structure of hard candy

will be interrupted as well, and changed to

a lighter, easier-to-eat piece.Always remem-

ber that a pulled hard candy piece will not

necessarily be soft enough for chewing.

Before a batch of hard candy can be

pulled, the cooked candy mass must first be

tempered, or cooled uniformly, to allow for

the candy to be handled in the pulling oper-

ation or on a mechanical device. A hard

candy batch cooked to 290° to 300°F would

be tempered to approximately 220° to 230°F

before being introduced to the pulling

action. The viscosity increase caused by

cooling enables the batch pulling method.

If there is an intention to produce a

pulled, colored hard candy, color and flavor

may be incorporated into the batch before

tempering and pulling. This yields the

desired texture in a pastel-colored hard

candy piece.

Flavor may also be added to the batch as

it is being (machine) pulled for a uniform

mix of flavor throughout the batch, elimi-

nating a step, provided pulling time allows

for good distribution of flavor.

Back to Basics — Aerated Confections

Hard Candy Aeration
Both traditional and newer pulling devices, along with hand
pulling, have specific advantages and disadvantages.
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